
CONCLUSION 

 

 The concept of developing crop specific biofertilizers has been explored sufficiently 

during the past two decades. Though the availability and usage of crop specific biofertilizers 

(CSB) have been increased, the anticipated crop yield could not be achieved when compared to 

chemical fertilizers. So far, biofertilizers have remained as an alternative but not the replacement 

to the chemical fertilizers. Therefore there is a serious need to explore the biofertilizers with 

more variable specifications like geographical acclimatization to optimize the crop yield by 

sustaining the efficacy and shelf life in order to reduce the use of chemical fertilizers.   

 

In contrast to the traditional soil selection for bio‐fertilizer preparation, this method 

stands alone pertaining to and exploring the natural combination. This method could be best 

employed for isolation of Novel Efficient, and Cultivable (NEC‐PGPR) PGPR. Though 

molecular techniques like the 16S rRNA gene sequence allow identifying the total microbial 

population, it is not certain that all the isolated organisms are cultivable and growth promoting. 

Whereas, this method allows identification and isolation of cultivable plant growth promoting 

organism very precisely in combination with the plant variety and geographical location. Though 

we could not obtain the novel isolates, we could isolate and identify geography (Bhadrachalam 

forest range) specific organisms for Arachis hypogaea, Glycine max and Cicer arietinum which 

had highest growth potency in various unfertile soils.  

 

 Further investigations involved in the homology modeling for nif A protein which is 

responsible for the expression of nif genes that codes nitrogenase enzyme to fix atmospheric 

nitrogen for plant metabolic activities. This illustrated that a novel designed 3D model of the 

tertiary structure of Nif A protein contains three active domains 1. The central, 2. Amino and 3. 

C-terminal domains. Interestingly the M. ciceri could manage to promote the growth and 

produce a good amount of nitrogen through its amino terminal domain is missing.  However, 

studies reveal that the activity of the amino terminal is hidden in a few special conditions. The 

primary intention of studying the structure of nif protein is to understand the stability of the 

protein because the more stable is the nif protein, more is the activity of nitrogenase. The 

stability of any protein greatly depends on its half life. The instability index of the given three 



organisms except Bradirhizobium japonicum is less than 40. For Bradirhizobium japonicum 

though the index is greater than 40, the halflife is found to be 30hr, which is analogous to the 

other two organisms co-exhibiting greater stability. In general, the halflife of nif A protein in B. 

japonicum would be 5hrs when the instability index is more than 40. But a complete contrasting 

result is obtained with B. japonicum strain isolated from the Bhadrachalam forest region making 

the nif A protein stable even at a higher instability index. Furthermore, the absence of an amino 

terminal domain in M. ciceri and truncated amino terminal domains in R. leguminosaram and B. 

japonicum could not show much affect on the shelf life reducing it to 20hrs. This clearly 

indicates that the amino terminal domain hardly has an influence on the stability of the protein in 

the strains isolated from the Bhadrachalam forest area. The geographical acclimatization and 

adaptability could be the reason for the greater stability of the nif A protein. However, further 

development of the quaternary structure of nif A proteins would help to understand more about 

nitrogen fixation. 

 

 Therefore, the primary objective of developing a strategic method for isolation and 

identification of cultivable growth promoting Rhizobium strains for selected legume plants in 

confined geography is achieved along with the validation by physical, biochemical and in silico 

approaches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


